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Zika is insidious. Its symptoms are overwhelmingly mild, inconspicuous, and even go unnoticed---a rash, a fever, a headache---sequela that could result from any number of causative agents. Yet, on rare occasion its impact can be disastrous---deforming and depriving the unborn. Because of this, Zika strikes a deep chord of terror in many millions more than it infects. Like HIV in the 1980s, it is changing societal behavior---how we engage in love, where we travel, when we travel, and, now, whether we reproduce. Zika virus oppresses our most primitive and instinctual biological desire---procreation.

Zika is an incubus. A nasty demon who preys on unexpecting young women in their sleep. Zika is an incubus. A nightmare---a horrific, tropical nightmare where mosquito bites beget babies with shrunken heads.

Zika is sexist. Zika is ageist. It disproportionately impacts women of child-bearing age, and young couples ready to start a family. It's one of few vector-borne diseases that is also transmitted sexually. The fear and uncertainty are much worse than the odds suggest. Microcephaly, blindness, developmental abnormalities, arthrogryposis, and Guillain-Barré each may be exceedingly rare, but the unknown terrifies us. Will I draw the unlucky card? What will we discover next about this disease? The wave of knowledge about this old viral foe is just beginning to swell, and, just ahead of it crests another wave---the Zika epidemic itself.

Mark Olival-Bartley's small and beautifully crafted poem, "Microcephaly," reminds us of all of this. In nine undulating lines of iambic pentameter, replete with imagery of biblical floods and oceanic depths, he conjures up the terror of a birthing woman who drew that unlucky card. In three short stanzas, the reader is taken on an epic journey from terror to grief to respite. It's the third and final stanza that is most interesting to me. We are left with, if only briefly, a feeling of hope. Some may interpret the reference to "adamantine faith" as the religious faith of the birthing woman; I interpret the reference as a faith in science. In less than two years, we have learned infinitely more about Zika virus than we knew in the 70 years since its discovery. We must have faith, that with science as our tool, we will knock this epidemic down. It seems a vaccine is around the corner; we've developed them for Zika's cousins---Yellow fever, Japanese encephalitis, and Dengue. Yet we need more than vaccines.

In the penultimate line of "Microcephaly," "the race of knowledge toward what lies ahead," we are reminded that this virus, like all emerging infectious diseases, will continue to surprise and challenge us. The virus has already spurred a large and growing scientific body of knowledge. The final line of the poem leaves us with further hope. As with other past epidemics, society will walk away damaged from Zika, "limping," but ultimately we will walk away and the dance (between pathogen and host?) will continue. Zika will make us smarter as a scientific community and better prepared as a society to deal with the next one. This too shall pass.

On this Issue's cover, Kuniteru Utagawa's 1885 woodblock print "Ten Realms within the Body" visually reminds us that both the hope and peril of society already lie in the hands of the unborn generation. A reclining woman points to her pregnant belly, cross-sectioned into 10 panels, each representing the ten spiritual realms of humanity. These are represented through the trials and joys of everyday life: transporting goods (humanity), teaching children in a classroom (learning), engaging in a fierce battle (hell), pulling a frail figure in a wagon (hunger), and gathering in a community circle (Buddhahood). In the center of all of this, appears her baby in utero. I can't help but see in this artist's rendition of baby a head too small, a sloping, and lowered braincase that differs from the other children depicted in the print. This is most likely an unintended artistic consequence---maybe Utagawa wanted the shape of the fetus to better fit within the circular inner panel or he ran out of room on the woodblock when adding in this final figure? I see it as prescience---a vision of a Kanashibari-conceived son of an incubus. An artistic clairvoyance carved into wood 62 years before the initial discovery of Zika in 1947, and 130 years before the current epidemic began.

The final word of "Microcephaly's" penultimate line, "ahead," is an allusion to the poem's title and difficult theme, but also, more subtly, a crafty near-rhyme with the opening (and third) line(s) of the poem. Through this brilliant work of prosody, Olival-Bartley loops us back to the beginning. To the terror, then the grief, and finally respite... pause... again... terror, grief, and respite. He has turned a short linear poem into a circle. Humanity will face this fate again. Emerging infectious diseases are on the rise. Zika, Ebola, Marburg, SARS, Nipah, and Mayaro---the respites are shortening. There will be another Zika. We must wake from this dream and stop it.

About the Poem and the Poet {#Sec1}
===========================

To connote the damning nature of this lifelong sentence, these three tercets employ the sacred number, nine, and rhyme scheme, terza rima, of Dante's *Commedia* while alluding to the myth of a great flood that anoints a new world by drowning the old.

Mark Olival-Bartley is the resident poet at EcoHealth Alliance. He is presently reappraising the sonnets of E. A. Robinson for his dissertation at the Amerika-Institut of Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität München, where he tutors composition and poetics.
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Buddhist cosmology is the description of the shape and the evolution of the universe, according to Buddhist scriptures, ideology, and commentaries. Buddhist cosmology recognizes ten spiritual realms that humans and sentient beings are subject to, and experience moment to moment. The ten realms are separated into two sections, the six realms of desire: Hell, Hunger, Animal, Arrogance, Humanity, Heaven, and the four higher realms: Learning, Realization, Bodhisattvahood, and Buddhahood. This Japanese print, "Tainai jikkai no zu," illustrates the ten realms within the womb of a pregnant woman, with the middle figure representing the heart. Unfortunately, there is little information known about the artist, Utagawa (Toyohara) Kuniteru III. It is believed that he lived from 1830 to 1874, and specialized in the ukiyo-e genre of Japanese art, iconic for it's woodblock prints and paintings of travel scenes and landscapes, sumo wrestlers, scenes from history and folklore, and even erotica. This is from a collection at the University of California, San Francisco, containing hundreds of Japanese prints and paintings depicting and representing the relationship with Japanese society and health issues such as contagious and infectious diseases, most commonly introduced by Western travelers.
